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Abstract

We present the first tractable,exactsolution for
the problem of identifying actions’ effects in
partially observable STRIPS domains. Our al-
gorithms resemble Version Spaces and Logical
Filtering, and they identify all the models that
are consistent with observations. They apply in
other deterministic domains (e.g., with condi-
tional effects), but are inexact (may return false
positives) or inefficient (we could not bound
the representation size). Our experiments ver-
ify the theoretical guarantees, and show that
we learn STRIPS actions efficiently, with time
that is significantly better than approaches for
HMMs and Reinforcement Learning (which
are inexact). Our results are especially surpris-
ing because of the inherent intractability of the
general deterministic case. These results have
been applied to an autonomous agent in a vir-
tual world, facilitating decision making, diag-
nosis, and exploration.

1 Introduction
Autonomous agents have limited prior knowledge of
their actions’ preconditions and effects when they ex-
plore new domains. They can act intelligently if they
learn how actions affect the world and use this knowl-
edge to respond to their goals. This is important when
their goals change because then they can reason about
their actions instead of trying them in the world.

Learning actions’ effects and preconditions is difficult
in partially observable domains. The world state is not
known completely, actions’ effects mix with each other,
and it is hard to associate change in one feature with
a specific action or situation. Thus, it is not surprising
that work so far has been limited to fully observable do-
mains (e.g.,[Wang, 1995; Pasulaet al., 2004]) and to
hill-climbing (EM) approaches that have unbounded er-
ror in deterministic domains (e.g.,[Ghahramani, 2001;
Boyenet al., 1999]).

This paper presents an approach calledSLAF(Simul-
taneous Learning and Filtering) for exact learning of ac-
tion’s effects and preconditions in partially observable
deterministic domains. This approach determines a set of
possible transition relations, given a sequence of actions
and partial observations. It isonline, and updates a log-
ical formula that models the possible transition relations
and world states with every time step. It finds exactly
those transition relations when actions are STRIPS (i.e.,
no conditional effects) or they map states 1:1.

Our algorithms take polynomial time in the number of
features,n, and the number of time steps,T , for many
cases. Their exact complexity varies with properties of
the domain. For example, the overall time for learning
STRIPS actions’ effects isO(T · n). For other cases the
update per time step takes linear time in the representa-
tion size. We can bound this size byO(nk) if we approx-
imate the representation with ak-CNF formula, yielding
an overall time ofO(T · nk) for the entire algorithm.

Our experiments verify these theoretical results and
show that our algorithms are faster and better qualita-
tively than related approaches. For example, we can
learn STRIPS actions’ effects in domains of> 100 fea-
turesexactly. In contrast, work on learning in Dynamic
Bayesian Networks (e.g.,[Boyen et al., 1999]), rein-
forcement learning in POMDPs (e.g.,[Littman, 1996]),
and Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) (e.g.,[Wang,
1995]) either approximate the solution with unbounded
error for deterministic domains, or take timeΩ(22n

)
(thus, are inapplicable in domains larger than10 fea-
tures). Section 7 provides a comparison with these and
other works.

Our technical advance for deterministic domains is im-
portant for many applications such as automatic software
interfaces, internet agents, virtual worlds, and games.
Other applications, such as robotics, human-computer
interfaces, and program and machine diagnosis can use
deterministic models as approximations. Finally, under-
standing the deterministic case better can help us develop
better results for stochastic domains.

In the following, Section 2 defines SLAF precisely,



Section 3 provides a deduction-based exact SLAF al-
gorithm, Section 4 presents tractable model-update al-
gorithms, Section 5 gives sufficient conditions and al-
gorithms for keeping the model representation compact
(thus, overall polynomial time), and Section 6 presents
experimental results.

2 SLAF Semantics
We define our SLAF problem with the following formal
tools, borrowing intuitions from work on Bayesian learn-
ing of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)[Ghahramani,
2001] and Logical Filtering[Amir and Russell, 2003].

A transition systemis a tuple〈P,S,A, R〉, where
• P is a finite set of propositional fluents;
• S ⊆ Pow(P) is the set of world states;
• A is a finite set of actions;
• R ⊆ S ×A× S is the transition relation.

Thus, aworld state, s ∈ S, is a subset ofP that contains
propositions true in this state, andR(s, a, s′) means that
states′ is a possible result of actiona in states. Our
goal in this paper is to findR, given knownP, S,A, and
a sequence of actions and partial observations (logical
sentences on any subset ofP).

A transition belief stateis a set of tuples〈s,R〉 where
s is a state andR a transition relation. LetR = Pow(S×
A × S) be the set of all possible transition relations on
S,A. Let S = S ×R. When we hold a transition belief
stateρ ⊆ S we consider every tuple〈s,R〉 ∈ ρ possible.

For example, consider the situation presented in Fig-
ure 1. There, we have two rooms, a light bulb, a switch,
an action of flipping the switch, and an observation,E
(we are in the east room). The real states of the world,
s2, s2′ (shown in the top part), are unknown to us.

The bottom part of Figure 1 demonstrates how our
knowledge evolves after performing the action sw-on.
ρ1, ρ2 are our respective transition belief states. Inρ1

we know that the possible world states ares2, s1, or
s3 (s1, s3 are arbitrary world states), withR2, R1, and
R3, their respective transition relations.ρ2 is the re-
sulting transition belief state after action sw-on. Action
sw-on takes states2 to s2′ according to transition rela-
tion R2, so 〈s2′, R2〉 is a pairρ2. Similarly, it takes
states1 to one ofs1′, s1′′ according to transition rela-
tion R1, and it takess3 to s3′ according toR3. Thus,
〈s1′, R1〉, 〈s1′′, R1〉, 〈s3′, R3〉 are in pairρ2. Finally,
observingE eliminates the pair〈s3′, R3〉 from ρ2, if E
is false ins3′.

Definition 2.1 (SLAF Semantics)Letρ ⊆ S be a tran-
sition belief state. TheSLAF of ρ with actions and ob-
servations〈aj , oj〉1≤j≤t is defined by

1. SLAF [a](ρ) =
{〈s′, R〉 | 〈s, a, s′〉 ∈ R, 〈s,R〉 ∈ ρ};

2. SLAF [o](ρ) = {〈s,R〉 ∈ ρ | o is true ins};
3. SLAF [〈aj , oj〉i≤j≤t](ρ) =

SLAF [〈aj , oj〉i<j≤t](SLAF [oi](SLAF [ai](ρ))).

West East

offoff

=⇒

West East

onon

s2 = ¬sw∧ ¬lit ∧ E sw-on s2′ = sw∧ lit ∧ E

<s1,R1>

<s2,R2>

<s3,R3>

<s2’,R2>

<s1’’,R1>

<s3’,R3>

<s1’,R1>

ρ1 ρ2

Figure 1:Top: Two rooms and flipping the light switch.
Bottom: SLAF semantics; progressing an action (the ar-
rows map state-transition pairs) and then filtering with an
observation (crossing out some pairs).

Step 1 isprogression witha, and Step 2filtering with o.

We assume that observations (and observation model
relating observations to state fluents) are given to us as
logical sentences over fluents after performing an action.
They are denoted witho. When actions can be inexe-
cutable or may fail, it is useful to assume thatP contains
a special boolean fluent,OK, whose value is the success
of the last action attempted.

Transition belief stateρ generalizes version spaces
(e.g., [Wang, 1995]) as follows: If the current state,s,
is known, then the version space’s lattice contains the
set of transition relationsρs = {R | 〈s,R〉 ∈ ρ}. It
also generalizes belief states: If the transition relation,
R, is known, then the belief state (set of possible states)
is ρR = {s | 〈s,R〉 ∈ ρ} (readρ restricted toR), and
Logical Filtering[Amir and Russell, 2003] of belief state
σ and actiona is equal to (thus, we define it as)

Filter[a](σ) = (SLAF [a]({〈s,R〉 | s ∈ σ}))R.

3 SLAF via Logical Inference
Learning transition models using Definition 2.1 directly
is intractable because it takes spaceΩ(22|P|

) in many
cases. Instead, in this section we represent transition be-
lief states more compactly (sometimes) using logic, and
compute SLAF using general purpose logical inference.

We represent everydeterministictransition relation,
R, with a language,L, of propositionsaFG whose mean-
ing is “If G holds, thenF will hold after executinga”.
We haveaFG ∈ L for every actiona ∈ A, F a literal
(possibly negated proposition) fromP, andG a complete
term overP (a conjunction of literals fromP such that
every fluent appears exactly once). We callF ,G the sets
of effects,F , and preconditions,G, respectively. Thus,
we have2|P| · 2|P| · |A| new propositional variables (in
Section 5 we decrease this number).

DefineϕR, the logical theory that representsR, by
ϕ0
R = {aFG ∈ L | ∀〈s, a, s

′〉 ∈ R, s |= G ⇒ s′ |= F}
andϕR = ϕ0

R ∪ {¬a
F
G | a

F
G ∈ L \ ϕ

0
R}.
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Some intuitive properties hold for this representation.
ϕR is a complete theory for everyR (a sentence or its
negation is always implied fromϕR). Also, ϕR |=
¬aFG ⇔ a¬FG , for everyF ∈ F , G ∈ G.

Thus, for every transition belief stateρ we can de-
fine a theory inL(L ∪ P) that corresponds to it:ϕρ =
∨

〈s,R〉∈ρ(s ∧ ϕR). Similarly, for every theoryϕ in
L(L ∪ P) we define a transition belief stateρϕ =
{〈s,R〉 | s ∈ S, s∧ϕR |= ϕ}, i.e., all the state-transition
pairs that satisfyϕ. We say that theoryϕ is a transition
belief formula, if ϕρϕ

≡ ϕ (note:ρϕρ
= ρ always holds).

For a deterministic (possibly conditional) action,a,
define the effect model ofa for time t to be
Teff(a, t) =

∧

l∈F,G∈G((at ∧ a
l
G ∧Gt)⇒ lt+1) ∧

∧

l∈F (lt+1 ∧ at ⇒ (
∨

G∈G(alG ∧Gt)))
(1)

whereat asserts that actiona occurred at timet, and we
use the convention thatϕt is the result of adding sub-
script t to every fluent symbol ofϕ. The first part of (1)
says that ifa executes at timet, and it causesl whenG
holds, andG holds at timet, thenl holds at timet + 1.
The second part says that ifl holds aftera’s execution,
then it must be thatalG holds, withG corresponding to
the current state. These two parts correspond toeffect
axiomsandexplanation closure axiomsused in Situation
Calculus.

Now, we are ready to describe our zeroth-level algo-
rithm (SLAF0) for SLAF of a transition belief formula.
Denote byCnV (ϕ) the set of consequences ofϕ that are
in vocabularyV , and letLt+1 = Pt+1 ∪ L the vocab-
ulary that includes only fluents of timet + 1 and effect
propositions fromL. At time t we apply progression for
the given actiona and current transition belief formula,
ϕt, and then apply filtering with the current observations:

1. SLAF0[a](ϕt) = CnLt+1(ϕt ∧ at ∧ Teff(a, t))
2. SLAF0[o](ϕt) = ϕt ∧ ot
We can implementCnV (ϕ) using consequence find-

ing algorithms, such as resolution and some of its vari-
ants (e.g.,[Simon and del Val, 2001]). The following
theorem shows that this formula-SLAF algorithm is cor-
rect and exact.
Theorem 3.1 For ϕ transition belief formula,a action,

SLAF [a]({〈s,R〉 ∈ S | 〈s,R〉 satisfiesϕ}) =
{〈s,R〉 ∈ S | 〈s,R〉 satisfiesSLAF0[a](ϕ)}

Our zeroth-level algorithm may enable more compact
representation, but it does not guarantee it, nor does it
guarantee tractable computation. In fact, no algorithm
can maintain compact representation or tractable com-
putation in general. SLAF is NP-hard because Logi-
cal Filtering is NP-hard[Eiter and Gottlob, 1992] even
for deterministic actions. Also, any representation of
transition belief states that usespoly(|P|) propositions
grows exponentially (in the number of time steps and
|P|) for some starting transition belief states and action
sequences.

4 Efficient Model Update
Learning world models is easier when SLAF distributes
over logical connectives. The computation becomes
tractable, with the bottleneck being the time to compute
SLAF for each part separately. In this section we ex-
amine when such distribution is possible, and present a
linear-time algorithm that gives an exact solution in those
cases (and a weaker transition belief formula otherwise).

Distribution properties that always hold for SLAF fol-
low from set theoretical considerations and Theorem 3.1:
Corollary 4.1 For ϕ,ψ transition belief formulae,a ac-
tion,
SLAF [a](ϕ ∨ ψ) ≡ SLAF [a](ϕ) ∨ SLAF [a](ψ)
|= SLAF [a](ϕ ∧ ψ)⇒ SLAF [a](ϕ) ∧ SLAF [a](ψ)

Stronger distribution properties hold for SLAF when-
ever they hold for Logical Filtering.

Theorem 4.2 Let ρ1, ρ2 be transition belief states.
SLAF [a](ρ1 ∩ ρ2) = SLAF [a](ρ1 ∩ ρ2) iff for everyR
Filter[a](ρR1 ∩ ρ

R
2 ) = Filter[a](ρR1 ) ∩ Filter[a](ρR2 ).

We conclude the following corollary from Theorems
3.1, 4.2 and theorems in[Amir and Russell, 2003].
Corollary 4.3 For ϕ,ψ transition belief formulae,a ac-
tion,SLAF [a](ϕ∧ψ) ≡ SLAF [a](ϕ)∧SLAF [a](ψ) if
for every relationR in ρϕ,ρψ one of the following holds:

1. a in R maps states 1:1
2. a has no conditional effects (and we know if it fails),

andϕ ∧ ψ includes all its prime implicates.
3. The state is known forR: for at most ones, 〈s,R〉 ∈
ρϕ ∪ ρψ.

Figure 2 presents Procedure Factored-SLAF, which
computes SLAF exactly when the conditions of Corol-
lary 4.3 hold. Consequently, Factored-SLAF returns an
exact solution whenever our actions are known to be 1:1.
If our actions have no conditional effects and their suc-
cess/failure is observed, then a modified Factored-SLAF
can solve this problem exactly too (see Section 5).

If we pre-compute (and cache) the2n possible re-
sponses of Literal-SLAF, then every time stept in this
procedure requires linear time in the representation size
of ϕt, our transition belief formula. This is a significant
improvement over the (super exponential) time taken by
a straightforward algorithm, and over the (potentially ex-
ponential) time taken by general-purpose consequence
finding used in our zeroth-level SLAF procedure above.

Theorem 4.4 Step-SLAF(a, o, ϕ) returns a formulaϕ′

such thatSLAF [a, o](ϕ) |= ϕ′. If every run of Literal-
SLAF takes timec, then Step-SLAF takes timeO(|ϕ|c).
Finally, if we assume one of the assumptions of Corollary
4.3, thenϕ′ ≡ SLAF [a, o](ϕ).

We can give a closed-form solution for the SLAF of
a belief-state formula (a transition belief formulae that
has no effect propositionsaFG). This makes procedure
Literal-SLAF tractable, and also allows us to examine
the structure of belief state formulae in more detail.
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PROCEDURE Factored-SLAF(〈ai, oi〉0<i≤t
,ϕ)

∀i, ai action,oi observation,ϕ transition belief formula.
1. Fori from 1 to t do,

(a) Setϕ← Step-SLAF(oi,ai,ϕ).
(b) Eliminate subsumed clauses inϕ.

2. Returnϕ.

PROCEDURE Step-SLAF(o,a,ϕ)
o an observation formula inL(P), a an action,ϕ a transition
belief formula.

1. If ϕ is a literal, then returno∧Literal-SLAF(a,ϕ).
2. If ϕ = ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2, return Step-SLAF(o,a,ϕ1)∧Step-

SLAF(o,a,ϕ2).
3. If ϕ = ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2, return Step-SLAF(o,a,ϕ1)∨Step-

SLAF(o,a,ϕ2).

PROCEDURE Literal-SLAF(a,ϕ)
a an action,ϕ a proposition inLt or its negation.

1. ReturnCnLt+1(ϕt ∧ at ∧ Teff(a, t)).

Figure 2: SLAF using distribution over∧,∨

Theorem 4.5 For belief-state formulaϕ ∈ L(P), timet,
actiona,Ca =

∧

G∈G,l∈F (alG ∨ a
¬l
G ), andG1, ..., Gm ∈

G all the terms inG such thatGi |= ϕ,

SLAF [a](ϕt) ≡
∧

l1,...,lm∈F

m
∨

i=1

(lt+1
i ∨ a¬liGi

) ∧ Ca

PROOF SKETCH We follow the characterization
offered by Theorem 3.1 and Formula (1). We take
ϕt ∧ at ∧ Teff(a, t) and resolve out the literals of timet.
This resolution is guaranteed to generate a set of conse-
quences that is equivalent toCnLt+1(ϕt∧at∧Teff(a, t)).

Assumingϕt ∧ at, Teff(a, t) is logically equivalent to
Teff(a, t)|ϕ =

∧

l∈F,G∈G,G|=ϕ((alG ∧ Gt) ⇒ lt+1) ∧
∧

l∈F,G∈G,G|=ϕ(lt+1 ⇒ (Gt ⇒ alG)). This follows
from two observations. First, notice thatϕt implies that
for anyG ∈ G such thatG 6|= ϕ we getGt ⇒ alG
and(alG ∧Gt)⇒ lt+1 (the antecedent does not hold, so
the formula is true). Second, notice that, in the second
part of the originalTeff(a, t), (

∨

G∈G,G|=ϕ(alG ∧ Gt)) is

equivalent (assumingϕ) to (
∧

G∈G,G|=ϕ(Gt ⇒ alG)).
Now, resolving out the literals of timet fromϕt∧at∧

Teff(a, t)|ϕ should consider all the resolutions of clauses
(Gt is a term) of the formalG ∧ Gt ⇒ lt+1 and all the
clauses of the formlt+1 ⇒ (Gt ⇒ alG) with each other.
This yields the equivalent to

∧

G1, ..., Gm ∈ G
ϕ |=

∨

i≤m Gi

l1, ..., lm ∈ F

[

m
∨

i=1

lt+1
i ∨

m
∨

i=1

(a¬liGi
∧ ¬aliGi

)]

because to eliminate all the literals of timet we have to
resolve together sets of clauses with matchingGi’s such
thatϕ |=

∨

i≤nGi. The formula above encodes all the

resulting clauses for a chosen set ofG1, ..., Gm and a
chosen set of literalsl1, ..., lm. The reason for including
(a¬liGi

∧¬aliGi
) is that we can always choose a clause with

Gi, li of a specific type (either one that includes¬alG or
one that producesa¬lG .

Finally, we get the formula in our theorem because
aFG ≡ ¬a

¬F
G (G characterizes exactly one state inS),

and the fact that there is one set ofG1, ..., Gm that is
stronger than all the rest (it entails all the rest) because
G1, ..., Gm are complete terms. This set is the complete
fluent assignmentsGi that satisfyϕ.

A consequence of Theorem 4.5 is that we can imple-
ment Procedure Literal-SLAF using the equivalence

SLAF [a](l) ≡

{

Theorem 4.5 L(l) ⊆ P
l ∧ SLAF [a](TRUE) otherwise

}

Notice that the computation in Theorem 4.5 forϕ = l a
literal is simple becauseG1, ..., Gm are all the complete
terms inL(P) that includel.

5 Compact Model Representation
In Theorem 4.5,m could be as high as2|P|, the num-
ber of complete terms inG. Consequently, clauses may
have exponential length (inn = |P|) and there may be a
super-exponential number of clauses in this result.

In this section we restrict our attention to STRIPS ac-
tions[Fikeset al., 1972], and provide an overall polyno-
mial bound on the growth of our representation, its size
after many steps, and the time taken to compute the re-
sulting model. STRIPS is a class of actions that has been
at the focus of interest for the area of AI planning and
execution for many years. It includes deterministic, un-
conditional (but sometimes not executable) actions.

5.1 Actions of Limited Effect
In many domains we can assume that every actiona af-
fects at mostk fluents, for some smallk > 0. It is
also common to assume that our actions are STRIPS,
and that they may fail without us knowing, leaving the
world unchanged. Those assumptions together allow
us to progress SLAF with a limited (polynomial factor)
growth in the formula size.

We use a language that is similar to the one in Section
3, but which uses only action propositionsalG withG be-
ing a fluent term of sizek (instead of a fluent term of size
n in G). Semantically,all1∧...∧lk ≡

∧

lk+1,...,ln
all1∧...∧ln .

Theorem 5.1 Letϕ ∈ L(P) be a belief-state formula,t
time, anda a STRIPS action with≤ k fluents affected or
in the precondition term. LetGk be the set of all terms of
k fluents inL(P) that are consistent withϕ. Then,

SLAF [a](ϕt) ≡
∧

G1, ..., Gk ∈ Gk

G1 ∧ ... ∧Gk |= ϕ
l1, ..., lk ∈ F

k
∨

i=1

(lt+1
i ∨ a¬liGi

)∧Ca
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The proof (omitted) uses two insights. First, ifa has
only one case in which change occurs, then every clause
in Theorem 4.5 is subsumed by a clause that is entailed
by SLAF [a](ϕt), has at most onealiGi

per literalli (i.e.,
li 6= lj for i 6= j) andGi is a fluent term (has no disjunc-
tions). Second, everyalG with G term is equivalent to a
formula onalGi

with Gi terms of lengthk, if a affects
only k fluents.

Thus, we can encode all of the clauses in the con-
junction using a subset of the (extended) action effect
propositions,alG, with G being a term of sizek. There
areO(nk) such terms, andO(nk+1) such propositions.
Every clause is of length2k, with the identity of the
clause determined by the first half (the set of action ef-
fect propositions). Consequently,SLAF [a](ϕt) takes
O(nk

2+k ·k2) space to represent usingO(nk
2+k) clauses

of length≤ 2k.

5.2 Always-Executable Actions
Many times we can assume that our actions are always
executable. For example, our sequence of actions does
not include action failures when this sequence is chosen
by a knowledgeable agent (e.g., a human) that has better
observations than we do.

We use a language that is similar to the one in Sec-
tion 3, but which uses only action propositionsal (l
always holds after executinga) and al◦ (l is not af-
fected bya). Semantically,al ≡

∧

l1,...,ln
all1∧...∧ln , and

ali◦ ≡
∧

l1,...,li−1,li+1,...,ln
alil∧l1∧...∧ln .

We assume that transition-belief formulaϕ is fluent-
factored, i.e., it is the conjunction ofϕf such that each
ϕf concerns only one fluent,f , and actions’ effects on it.
Also, for everyf ,ϕf ≡ (¬f∨explf )∧(f∨expl¬f )∧Af ,
with explf ,expl¬f , Af formulae over action propositions
af , a¬f , andaf◦ (possibly multiple different actions).
We call this formatfluent-factored. The intuition here
is thatexplf andexpl¬f are all the possible explanations
for f being true and false, respectively. Also,Af holds
knowledge about actions’ effects onf , knowledge that
does not depend onf ’s current value. For example, if we
know nothing about actions that affectf (e.g., when we
start our exploration), thenϕf = (¬f ∨ TRUE) ∧ (f ∨
TRUE) ∧ TRUE.

With this representation,SLAF [a](ϕf ) is

(¬f∨(af∨(af◦∧explf )))∧(f∨(a¬f∨(af◦∧expl¬f )))∧Af

A similar formula holds for observations.
This contributes to a much simpler algorithm, AE-

STRIPS-SLAF, that we present in Figure 3. It computes
SLAF of a fluent-factored transition belief state in this
form with a sequence of actions and observations.

Theorem 5.2 Letϕ be a fluent-factored transition belief
formula, and assumea1, ..., aT are always-executable
STRIPS actions, ando1, ..., oT are observation terms.

PROCEDURE AE-STRIPS-SLAF(〈ai, oi〉0<i≤T
,ϕ)

ai actions,oi observations,ϕ =
∧

f∈P
ϕf fluent-factored

with ϕf = (¬f ∨ explf ) ∧ (f ∨ expl¬f ) ∧Af .
1. For everyf ∈ P do: Fori from 1 to T do,

(a) Setϕf ← (¬f ∨ (af ∨ (af◦ ∧ explf ))) ∧ (f ∨

(a¬f ∨ (af◦ ∧ expl¬f ))) ∧Af .
(b) If oi |= f (we observedf ), then setϕf ← (¬f ∨

TRUE) ∧ (f ∨ FALSE) ∧Af ∧ explf .
(c) If oi |= ¬f (we observed¬f ), then setϕf ←

(¬f ∨FALSE)∧ (f ∨TRUE)∧Af ∧ expl¬f .
2. Eliminate subsumed clauses inϕ =

∧

f∈P
ϕf .

3. ReturnϕT = ϕ.

Figure 3: SLAF with always-executable STRIPS.

Then, Procedure AE-STRIPS-SLAF(〈ai, oi〉0<i≤t,ϕ) re-
turns ϕT ≡ SLAF [〈ai, oi〉0<i≤t](ϕ0) in time O(T ·

|P|), and|ϕT | ≤ O(T · |P|).

The reason for the space bound on the end formula
|ϕT | is that at every time step we increase the size of the
formula by adding to it at most4 new elements per fluent.

We can further improve the implementation to take
timeO(T · |o|), for |o| the largest number of fluents ob-
served at once. Also, the bound on the space taken byϕT
can be improved in two ways. First,O(|P| · 2|A| log |A|),
for A our set of actions, is a bound on the CNF repre-
sentation ofϕT because every partϕTf of it is similar

to (f ⇒ (af1 ∨ (af◦1 ∧ (af2 ∨ (af◦2 ∧ ...))))). Thus, if
|A| is small, then this bound is manageable. Second, if
every fluentf is observed at least once everyk actions
(or an action which affectsf occurs, and we know its
effect), then the CNF representation ofϕT takes space
O(|P| · |A|k). Again, if k is small, this bound is useful.

5.3 Action Preconditions
Unfortunately, a simple procedure such as AE-STRIPS-
SLAF (Figure 3) does not provide an exact solution in
general. The reason is that action failure makes flu-
ents co-dependent (each of them could have caused this
failure). For instance, consider Figure 1, and assume
that we add the fluentOK which indicates that the
last action succeeds. If we know only¬on (the light
is off), then SLAF[sw-on](¬on) ∧ ¬OK (i.e., sw-on
failed, e.g., because we are in the West room) implies
sw∨E∨a¬OK¬E∧¬sw∧¬lit∨a

¬sw
¬E∧sw∧¬lit∨a

¬E
E∧¬sw∧¬lit∨

a¬OKE∧sw∧¬lit, by Theorem 4.5.
Instead, we compute the effect for every literal using

Theorem 5.1, (assuming exactlyk fluents are changed by
actiona) and then approximate by dropping all clauses
with more than one fluent (other thanOK). Thus, we can
augment step 1(a) in AE-STRIPS-SLAF with a condition
thata succeeded (oi |= OK), and add that ifa fails, then
we use the following formula instead: Setϕf ← (¬f ∨
(explf∧expl¬OK,f ))∧(f∨(expl¬f∧expl¬OK,¬f ))∧Af ,
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for expl¬OK,l =
∧

G1, G2 ∈ Gk

G1 ∧G2 |= l

(alG1
∨ a¬OKG2

).

The size of the resulting formula is larger by an ad-
ditive O(|expl¬OK,l|) = O(n2k) per fluent. Thus, the
result afterT steps is a formulaϕT with |ϕT | ≤ O(T ·
|P|2k), which is polynomial and feasible for smallk’s.

5.4 Using the Model and Adding Bias
Our algorithms compute a solution to SLAF as a logical
formula. We can use a SAT solver to answer queries over
this formula, such as checking if it entailsaf , for action
a and fluentf . The number of variables in the result
formula isalways independent ofT , and is linear in|P|
for some of our algorithms, so we can use current SAT
solvers to treat domains of1000 features and more.

Many times it is also desirable to prefer some models
over others. We can represent such bias using a prefer-
ence model (e.g.,[McCarthy, 1986]) or a probabilistic
prior over transition relations. We add this bias on top
of our SLAF result,ϕT , and get an exact solution if we
can run inference on the combined model. Preferential
bias is well studied and fits easily with logical formula
ϕT (e.g., we can use implementations of Circumscrip-
tion for inference with such bias).

Also, algorithms for inference with probabilistic bias
and logical sentences are now emerging and can be used
here too[Hajishirzi and Amir, 2005]. We can use these
algorithms to apply probabilistic bias to the resulting log-
ical formula. For example, given a probabilistic graphi-
cal model (e.g., Bayesian Networks) and a set of propo-
sitional logical sentences, we can consider the logical
sentences as observations. With this approach, a log-
ical sentenceϕ gives rise to a characteristic function
δϕ(−→x ) which is 1 when−→x satisfiesϕ and 0 otherwise.
For a conjunction of clauses we get a set of such func-
tions (one per clause). Thus, inference in the combined
probabilistic-logical system is a probabilistic inference
(such as variable elimination (e.g.,[Dechter, 1999])) in
which there are additional potential functions.

6 Experimental Evaluation
We tested our AE-STRIPS-SLAF algorithm in partially
observable blocks-world domains. We generated random
action-observation sequences of 4000 steps from a de-
scription of the domain in PDDL. Our SLAF algorithm
receives no domain information besides the sequence of
actions and observations that is given by the generator.

We ran the algorithm with blocks-world domains of
increasing sizes (31 to 157 features). We collected the
time and space taken for each time step in the execution,
starting with zero knowledge. The results are shown in
Figure 4. Each of the graphs belongs to a different do-
main size. They show that the time per step approaches a
(very small, order of< 9 milliseconds) limit as the exe-
cution proceeds. The time that is taken to perform SLAF
of different domains grows linearly with domain size.
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Figure 4: AE-STRIPS-SLAF in the blocks world.

Also, [Hlubocky and Amir, 2005] has included a mod-
ified version of this algorithm in their architecture and
tested it on a suite of adventure-game-like virtual envi-
ronments that are generated at random. These include ar-
bitrary numbers of places, objects of various kinds, and
configurations and settings of those. There, an agent’s
task is to exit a house, starting with no knowledge about
the state space, available actions and their effects, or
characteristics of objects. Their experiments show that
the agent learns the effects of its actions very efficiently.
This agent makes decisions using the learned knowledge,
and inference with the resulting representation is fast (a
fraction of a second per SAT problem in domains includ-
ing more than 30 object, modes, and locations).

7 Comparison with Related Work
HMMs [Boyen and Koller, 1999; Boyenet al., 1999;
Murphy, 2002; Ghahramani, 2001] can be used to es-
timate a stochastic transition model from observations.
Unfortunately, HMMs require an explicit representation
of the state space, and our smallest domain (31 features)
requires a transition matrix of(231)2 entries. This pre-
vents initializing HMMs procedures on any current com-
puter.

Structure learningapproaches in Dynamic Bayes Nets
(DBNs and also fHMMs) use EM and additional ap-
proximations (e.g., using factoring, variation, or sam-
pling), and are more tractable. However, they are still
limited to small domains (e.g.,10 features[Ghahramani
and Jordan, 1997; Boyenet al., 1999]), and also have un-
bounded errors in discrete deterministic domains, so are
not usable in our settings.

Reinforcement Learning (RL) approaches compute a
mapping between world states and preferred actions.
They are highly intractable in partially observable do-
mains[Kaelblinget al., 1998], and approximation (e.g.,
[Kearnset al., 2000] is practical only for small domains
(e.g.,10-20 features) with small horizon timeT .
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In contrast to HMMs, DBNs, and RL, our algorithms
are exact and tractable in large domains (> 300 features).
We take advantages of properties common to discrete do-
mains, such as determinism, limited effects of actions,
and observed failure.

Previous work on learning action models assumes
fully observabledeterministic domains. These learn
parametrized STRIPS actions using, e.g., version spaces
[Gil, 1994; Wang, 1995], general classifiers[Oates and
Cohen, 1996], or hill-climbing ILP [Benson, 1995]. Re-
cently,[Pasulaet al., 2004] gave an algorithm that learns
stochastic actions with no conditional effects.[Schmillet
al., 2000] approximates partial observability by assum-
ing that the world is fully observable. We can apply these
to partially observable learning problems (sometimes) by
using the space of belief states instead of world states, but
this increases the problem size to exponentially, so this is
not practical for our problem.

8 Conclusions
We presented a framework for learning the effects and
preconditions of deterministic actions, and showed that
in several common situations this can be done exactly in
time that is polynomial (sometime linear) in the number
of time steps and features. We can add bias and com-
pute an exact solution for large domains (hundreds of
features), in many cases.

The results that we presented are promising for many
applications, including reinforcement learning, agents in
virtual domains, and HMMs. Already, this work is being
applied to autonomous agents in adventure games, and
exploration is guided by the transition belief state that
we compute and information gain criteria. In the future
we plan to extend these results to stochastic domains, and
domains with continuous features.
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